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ABSTRACT
In this portal, we are designing a website for company’s sales management. There are members
like staff, clients and manager working in this portal. Firstly, we create a home page for the
website, where the existing staff members and managers can Login to the page. It asks whether
the user is a client or a prospect. If the user is not existing, then we give an option to add a new
client. The new client’s information redirects the page to client’s information page, where it
enters the client’s information into a pipeline by keeping log of contacts and activities,
opportunities and proposals, and projects. we provide a search engine where staff can find clients
by names, either on complete or partial search. In addition, staff have a new feature of creating
time sheets.
We provide a page for manager, where Managers can create user accounts, view and update
entries, leave comments on entries, and send messages to staff. The new feature that we are
adding for manager part is approving the time sheets. In manager’s page, Managers are also
being able to run various reports such as lists of prospects, reports of opportunities or proposals
by dates, sales projections by month or by salesperson, project tracking.
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Project Description

This is a conceptual design for a company’s sales pipeline database portal, at which
sales staff enter clients’ information into pipeline by keeping logs of contacts and activities,
opportunities and proposals, and eventually projects. The portal enables management to oversee
works and track progresses, and in the meantime to interact with and provide guidance to sales
staff timely.

1.1 Competitive Information
Even this is same as some other companies but exactly they are no similar competitor. If we find
any similar competitor we have the potential to overcome in the best way.

1.2 Relationship to Other Applications/Projects
For this project, we had find one relationship that was every are working on the sales, but
everyone has they own way of design and different thoughts. So, for this reason I can say that
there is no relationship in the projects.

1.3

Assumptions and Dependencies
• Depending on the time sheet we have created only few modules for the manager. In
further, we can add additional features for the manager.
• We can also add the more features for the portal in all the modules which we have right
now.

1.4 Future Enhancements
In future, we are trying to enhance our portal as the mobile app. The employees who are working
can be able to use this application.

1.5 Terms and Acronyms
We have few acronyms which are used in the portal they are client, prospect, opportunity,
proposal, staff and manager.
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Project Technical Description

Project flow is limited to three major modules on upon the analysis of the abstract of the project
•

Client
1

•

Staff

•

Manager

The technology that which is used for application possible are as follows
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HTML programing
CSS styling
User authenticate and authorization (using C#, ado dot net ,programming skills)
SQL database and programming (used oracle 12 c as database)
Site navigation (used asp.net server side programming
Application of state and sessions(To make identity though out the application)
Validation controls (used asp validation controls to validate all client side validation)
Test and debug (some kind of manual testing and unit testing debugging done at the time
of development)
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2.1

Application Architecture

3

2.2

Application Information flows
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2.3

Interactions with other Projects (if Any)
The project will not interact with any of the external Projects. Relational Database have
their own different tables which play a key role in interacting with all other tables. Foreign keys
being the main target to bring up data from all the databases which we will provided required
access to pull the data from the database.
2.4 Interactions with other Applications
Interacting with other applications are not required in our project because we have the few social
plug-ins except this we don’t have any other interactions.

2.5 Capabilities
Our project has capable enough to add data in to data base and as well as retrieving the data. As
the data whenever needed to be updated and at the same time it will automatically updated to
database. We created our programs in such a way that they are capable enough to interact with
them.
2.6 Risk Assessment and Management
There some risk factors that are associated with this project it was Maintenance of Data, quantity
of data and usage of the data in a proper way are the main risk factors for any database. And we are
using the oracle 12 c databases which was very difficult. A plan would be set up to control the data
flow and proper measures should be initiated to have the data safe.
3

Project Requirements

3.1 Identification of Requirements
Each Entity has got its own Requirement and below are the
features for each entity which we used

Implementation: Mandatory
<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Staff -01>

This feature will help the staff add all details of the client which includes General Information,
Contact Information, Notes, Opportunities, Proposal and Project Information. In this the staff,
can be able to view the proposal that was made by the client and once he done with the review he
can be able to pass this information to the manager.

<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Staff -notes-01>
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This feature will help the staff add all details of the client notes which includes General
Information about the project, about meetings time and the meeting place.

<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Staff -contacts -01>

This feature will help the staff add all details of the client contacts which includes General
Information about the contacts details of the agent in between the client and the staff. The agent
will be able to give the details of the client to the staff.
<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Staff -General info-01>

This feature will help the staff add all details of the client which includes General Information
about the clients like his name details of the proposal what they are going to give about the
project.
<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Staff-opportunities -01>

This feature will help the staff add all details of the client which includes Opportunities, in this
we can be able to see the project estimation and the how much budget they have and more over
to this we can view the opportunity description.
<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Staff -proposal-01>

This feature will help the staff add all details of the client which includes Proposal, in this we can
be to see the total revenue of the project, proposal status, and the date added. At the same time,
we can be able to see the proposal duration and if it is rejected we can see the Rejection reason.
<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Staff-Project -01>

This feature will help the manager add all details of the client which includes Project
Information, in this table we can be able to see the project launch date of the project. It was little
bit same as the proposal table but we have the few more in this table.
<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Manager -01>

This feature will help the staff add all details of the staff and the client which includes Project
Information, and the manager has the additional feature which as same as the staff. The manager
has the feature to approve the project and view the project proposal.
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<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Clients -01>

This feature will help the clients add all details of the project which includes the contacts, notes,
opportunities, proposal, and project.
<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Clients-contacts -01>
This feature will help the clients add all details of the project which includes the contacts, the
client contact details will present in this table.

<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 Clients-Notes -01>
This feature will help the clients add all details of the project which includes the notes of the
project details, type of the project and budget.

<GSU-SalesManagementPortal_FA-2016 About us -01>

This feature will help the us to give the details of the portal and the description of the sales
portal.
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3.2
3.2.1

Database
Client
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3.2.2

Contacts

3.2.3

Opportunities
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3.2.4

Manager

3.2.5

Notes
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3.2.6

Projects

3.2.7

Proposal
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3.2.8

Staff

3.2.9

Timesheet

3.3 Security and Fraud Prevention
There some security and fraud prevention like the most possible cases the data will be backup
recovery process will be for every 24 hours and the backup data will be able to store in the
specified location. If we need any emergency with our data, the auto backup will help us for the
further reference.

3.4 Release and Transition Plan
Every data coming from the data would be able to update the data from the database and at the
same time we will be able to view the data after every update which was done by hours’ basics.
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4

Project Design Description

Html tabs designing forms with css and along with we got know how forms should be designed
Many server controls and how to catch the event args and creating session and how to use
session in project and many more things we got know on the while
For retrieving data from data base for that specific identity the session is very much useful
I came across many difficulty’s to connect data base from frontend c# program using ado dot net
program so, surfed many web sites to clear this problems final here the output..
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Internal/external Interface Impacts and Specification

In this our main intension was to bring the relationships between the Our aim is to create a
relational database for the sales portal which is mainly built with Oracle 12c.
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Design Units Impacts

Each functional area having the same impact on the design units of the project. The design units
will resemblance the same impact on the data base functionality and also as well as the
functionality of the frontend programming logic too.

6.1 Subsystems
6.1.1 Functional Overview
The main functionality flow of this application is that whenever any category of the module of
above mentioned those will be inserted in to the data base. And whenever they logon with the
same credentials then that will be done user will be logoed in to our application then he can able
to access all those corresponding information. The access pages are specific to the category for
which they were logged in. In this way every user design have the impact on the functionality
that which they were using.

6.1.2 Impacts
There is such cases found while testing the application such that no impact state for every action
from the user there corresponding result of impact on the application
6.1.3 Requirements
As of our analysis each requirement of the abstract is satisfied. In the visual studio, we can the
below pages when we logged in as staff. Once if we logged in as staff we can be able to view the
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details of the clients and at the same time the manager login pages is also. So, if we go through
the staff login page we can see the information as given in the below
a) Staff Login
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b) General info

c) Contacts
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d) Notes

e) Opportunities

f) Proposal
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g) Projects

6.2

Functional Area B/Design Unit B

6.2.1 Functional Overview
In this database, we can be able to maintain the portal to have the database with information of
the database about the portal. The database is setup that staff can the right to check the client’s
information for accepting the project proposal.
6.2.2 Impacts
We don’t have any impacts to doing this project.
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6.2.3 Requirements
Following are the tables created for the database in Oracle 12c
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
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Announcements
Clients
Contacts
Manager
Notes
Opportunities
Projects
Proposal
Staff
Timesheet

Open Issues

No such pending issues are available
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